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SANDWAVES
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Initial Design and History
PHOTO: INITIAL SKETCHES BY GREGORY SAMEK

CONCEPT
The Sandwaves instrument is named after two key aspects of itself: that glass is made
of sand, and when struck makes sound waves. Jordan Nobles from RedShift Music
Society approached 240 Northern early in 2019 to work on a project which involved glass
instruments. We spent some time looking at various types of glass instruments from the
Toronto Glass Ensemble, Harry Partch's collections, and individual instruments such as
the Glass Harmonica. We decided to construct a variation on Harry Partch's "CloudChamber Bowls" using a much larger frame with more variety of glass pieces. We
discovered that Harry Partch's original design used both Demijohns and Carboys, usually
used for brewing beer and making wine, which had the top 'popped' off to produce a
resonant tone.
In the summer of 2019 we designed and built an 8' X 4' frame using a variety of lumber
(2X4's, 2X6's), allowing four musicians to play four individual sides of assorted glass.
Once the frame was built we began the process of 'popping' the glass.
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DESIGN
How to 'Pop' glass Carboys:
1. Mark a small incision on the side of the glass
where you'd like to remove the top.
2. Place the piece of glass on the center of a
turntable.
3. While spinning the glass on the turntable,
use a butane torch to heat the glass on the
incision. After several moments the glass will
crack along the incision and a 'popping' sound
will occur resulting in the removal of the top
piece.
4. Sand the newly formed ridges of glass with
damp fine sandpaper while rinsing the glass
with water.
The process removes the top of the Carboys
and Demijohns to create a glass cylinder that
produces a lovely resonant tone. Once the
glass has been popped, drill through the
bottom using a diamond blade glass drill bit.
Create a small hole which can thread a metal
wire (1/16" Airplane cable) through the glass
and attach to the frame on metal hooks.
The original design allowed for 6 large
Demijohns and Carboys to be hung from the
length-sides of the frame, and various pieces
of glass (such as wine glass, planting pots,
bowls, etc) to be hung from the width sides.
As well as a large piece of sheet glass laid in
the middle of the frame to act as a table for
holding glass bowls/objects. Most of the
design was a success, however, working with
glass proved to have a few complications.

The hanging popped carboys.

Inside a Carboy: bottleneck hanging by a
washer wrapped in sewn felt to protect
the glass and attached by a sleeve
Outside a Carboy: airplane cable is fed
through the bottom of a drilled hole
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SANDWAVES
Troubleshooting/Redesign

REDESIGN
As it turns out glass does indeed break, and
break very often. The Demijohns turned out
to be far too fragile to handle the process
of popping, or if strung up on the frame
they would break after a few strikes of our
mallets. We decided to stop popping the
Demijohns and work only with the Carboys
which had a thicker design providing a
durable surface to strike.

FIGURE A

One width-side has 4 rows of 4 wine
glasses, the initial design had many
problems keeping the wine glasses stable.
We found a solution making small metal
clamps out of the Airplane wire and sleeves
which allowed us to squeeze the wine
glasses into a fixed position. [Figure A & B]
The other width-side was a collection of
random found and purchased glass pieces.
The only challenge to this side was finding
durable glass in appropriate sizes for the
frame. [Figure C]

FIGURE B

FIGURE C

TROUBLESHOOTING
One of the largest problems is how to control the pitch of the glass. After popping many
dozens of Carboys I can safely say it is difficult to predict the outcome of the pitch. For
example: more glass (deeper Carboy) does not necessarily mean lower pitch, and the
reverse (narrow Carboy) also holds true. Some of the issues occur in the design of each
Carboy which can vary in the thickness, evenness of glass distribution, how the seams
have been connected, making it difficult to predict or ensure accurate pitch.
The final troubleshooting issue revolved around mallet choice. After experimenting with
various types we settled on using rubber mallets of varying thickness. However, using
plastic mallets on the smaller pieces, such as the wine glasses does produce a nice tone,
though at the peril of the glass and players comfort level.

On the left: metal brace used to secure
pieces of glass from hitting one another
On the right: a metal hook with airplane
and a sleeve holding suspended glass
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SANDWAVES
Final Thoughts

FINAL THOUGHTS
The tones of the carboys are charmingly beautiful and combined with the array of other
glass pieces such as the wine glasses, randomly sized pieces, and carboy tops the whole
instrument produces a dreamy and eerily complex harmonic language. Most of the
pieces in this collection seemed to hover around G# which was also very intriguing. The
instrument is a fantastic exploration of found sound and the extensions possible in
Western tonality. The easily accessible design, and learning how to pop glass is possible
for anyone to recreate, improve upon, or use as an inspiration to work with glass as a
musical instrument.

THANK YOU
Any project takes a village! Thank you to everyone who has inspired this creation, who
listened to the idea, and to everyone who encouraged, aided, and supported the project
to completion. Most notably: Jordan Nobles; Cameron Dougherty at Terminal City Glass;
Chris Blaber; Gael Chabot-Leclerc; and to all the musicians and friends who played on
the instrument.
Thanks so much.
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